The table is set for a meal (figure 1). The round form of the plates, saucers, and cups repeats that of the table, though their intense colors -Seafoam and Chartreuse -stand out on its white surface. The table and its plastic chairs seem an odd, almost alien presence on the rough flagstone floor that seamlessly extends the room onto an outdoor terrace. The rectangular panes of glass framed in timber echo the kitchen bar's white Formica panels, yet both contrast with the large cedar log, smoothed to highlight its irregular knots and grain, that supports a ceiling beam above.
This integration of a 1950s domestic dining room with a natural environment, and the juxtaposition of artificial and natural materials, textures, and colors, were central design strategies in Russel Wright's experimental "dream house," Dragon Rock. For Wright, Dragon Rock was "a designer's experiment, not only in designing a house, but in designing a home and the way to live in it". 1 Extending from the house, Wright designed a series of paths through the property along which he consciously shaped the formerly denigrated landscape into a woodland garden. 
